The/back-to-school/season/has/arrived/and/many/young/people/are/now/considering/their/future/college/decisions./Some/are/deciding/whether/they/want/to/go/to/college/while/others/are/already/looking/for/ways/to/improve/their/academic/performance./Here/are/some/tips/from/Dr./George/Anderson,/professor/and/head/of/the/psychology/department/at/LaGrange/College,/on/how/to/succeed/in/college./

1. **Start from the beginning:** Students/who/gain/a/hand-up/early/on/their/college/career/are/already/getting/a/head-start/on/their/college/studies./

2. **Good/sleep:** Sleep/is/essential/for/learning./Dr./Anderson/suggests/that/students/get/8-9/hours/of/sleep/every/night/to/maximize/their/brain/functioning./

3. **Effective/study/habits:** Students/should/form/healthy/habits/early/to/prepare/for/attempts/to/learn./

4. **Use/wise/time:** Students/should/manage/their/time/efficiently/to/maximize/their/learning/effort./

5. **Seek/help:** Students/who/struggle/with/their/studies/should/seek/help/from/professors/to/improve/their/understanding./

6. **Collaborate/learning:** Students/should/collaborate/with/their/classmates/to/learn/from/each其他/and/prepare/for/the/future./

7. **Attend/classes:** Students/should/attend/classes/regularly/to/understand/the/materials/taught./

8. **Establish/goals:** Students/should/establish/goals/to/track/their/progress/and/keep/their/eyes/on/the/prize./

9. **Stay/healthy:** Students/should/stay/healthy/to/keep/their/mind/and/body/ready/to/learn./

10. **Seek/feedback:** Students/should/seek/feedback/from/professors/to/improve/their/work./

By/following/these/tips,/students/are/likely/to/achieve/successful/careers/and/live/happy/lives. 
AN INDEPENDENT VIEW

By Charles Alvord

The Hilltop news, which is one being published on a weakly basis, as some interesting and important information contained within its pages is the most important and interesting information to the total student body is not in this paper. This is not necessarily the fault of our editor but probably the responsibility lies in the hands of those who fail to see the importance of having the information distributed to all students.

A good example of the inefficient communication on campus are the numerous special announcements sheets that we have to daily clean from our campus mail boxes. Other very important information is placed among the helter-skelter confusion of numerous bulletin boards located on the campuses of which are kept in an improper order and usually contain outdated information. Will the day ever come when I can let my fingers do the walking through the HTN? If you do not happen to take your meals in the dining hall, you are not even considered as needing to know such information as the outcome of the recent special election. Our SGA, which supposedly represents the total student body of the campus, never sees fit to announce its meetings in advanced in the HTN or does it see any need to inform the total student body of any business that it has conducted?

How many of you have ever seen a budget published letting you know how your student activity funds are being spent? School has never been in session for over two months as I am writing this article (September 23rd) and I understand that the most current budgets of several of the campus organizations have not been received but that the General Fund itself lingers in despair, not knowing if the student activity funds will be a propitious so to speak for our “hew yearbook.”

Ed., how about letting all the students know what’s going on in the meetings and publishing in the HTN a completed budget giving the amount of money received by the SGA in student activity funds and how they are to be disbursed? Dean Love, would it be possible to have the campus calendar and all announcements that are made in the dining hall printed in the HTN? If there is to be a HTN, let it be used efficiently and productively.

CHRISTIAN WITNESS

By Gene Collins

This is not the only place where school has begun. I received a letter last week from an old girl friend of mine. Some of you may remember Tilly from her short stay here at LaGrange last year. I thought you might enjoy my sharing her letter with you. She writes, “Dear Gene, I sure do miss being with you at your excellent school. You just would not believe some of the things that go on here at Placebo University. This week all the students here at dear old P.U. were herded down into a nearby barn at the bottom of the hill to hear some guy read us his old tattered and torn speech titled, “Generation Gap, No. 47.” It turned out to be a rehash of high school social science. I guess he was invited because he was some kind of big shot. Thank goodness, we had someone there to explain to us how important it was or I would have been rather bored with his marathon monolog. When I remember all those great speechs we ever had last year at dear old LC, I could almost cry. At least here at P.U. they have great faith in the integrity of the students. Just to prove it, they play this cute little game with cards that change color every time we have to go to Assembly. They tell us this has something to do with the fact we’re all grown up now but I still haven’t quite figured out the connection. I know we are grown up, but I begin to wonder about them. But then, maybe it’s easier to hate that than the kind of programs that you don’t have to force people to do. I think that’s a bad sentence, but its no worse than some of the programs. Well, I have to go now. I don’t want to miss one of the biggest events in several years. They are going to let the students inside the Chapel this morning. Maybe if lots of folk go to a voluntary assembly the other folks might get the message. If I try to write anything as things happen, Love, Tilly.”

I hope you enjoyed hearing from Tilly and want you glad you’re here at this excellent school instead of at dear old P.U.

Hey, you know, maybe old P.U.’s only happen where students don’t care.

Susan Varner
The new Greek Column...

Elephant Graduates

From Summer Quarter

Eighteen LaGrange College students completed requirements for the bachelor of arts degree at the end of the summer quarter. Dr. C. Lee Harwell, academic dean, said the 18 seniors will now have the rights and privileges usually accorded seniors will now have the rights and privileges usually accorded seniors.

The summer graduates, their hometowns, and majors were:

- EMDY TRUJILLO-LOVATON of Miami, Fla., business administration; Wanda King of Elberton, Ala., psychology; Gene Frame of Alpharetta, economics; Mrs. Susan Buchanan Oätze of LaGrange, art; Mrs. Cecilia Lybarger of Columbus, art; Mrs. Elizabeth Kendall of Atlanta, sociology; Mrs. Susan Buchanan Oätze of LaGrange, elementary education; Judith Walker (double major) of West Point, Georgia; and Van Younginer of Fitzgerald, Georgia.

The Key Club Bulletin Board. Makes a good mirror doesn't it. That's about what it does most of the year.

The Democratic Party was three years old, Jackson was self-educated and was the first Democratic President. During his administration: the Siege of the Alamo (1836), Texas independence, the start of the spoils system, and statehood for Arkansas and Michigan.

For your fraternity or sorority, come by Earl Keeble 66 just down the street and register for your group. The fraternity or sorority having the most chits in the box on November 15 will win $100.00. The one with next most will win $50.00. No purchase required. Get your friends in town to register for your fraternity or sorority.

FRATERNITIES AND SORORITIES

WIN $100.00 OR $50.00

WHEN LA WAS FOUNDED

There were only 24 states in the Union, Wilson Lumpkin was the Governor of Georgia. Andrew Jackson was the President of the United States. He was 77 years old. Nixon is 77.

Hilltop News meeting every Wed. at 7:00 p.m. in the Hilltop News Office

Compliments of PLANTATION CAFETERIA SNACK BAR

J.T. ELTON Manager

LOIS AVERY Manager

We Appreciate Your Business

SANITARY BARBER SHOP

J.H. HORNE - OWNER & STYLIST

V.S. HORNE - STYLIST

112 Main St.

People on the Go-
Go Burger Chef

49¢

For all those emergency requests...
SPORTS

By Ralph Sims

SIGMA NU WINS FIRST

The annual football season kicked off Sigma Nu, Pi was the 1st team. The final score was 19-6 in a D-D tie. Early in the second half of the Indians drew first blood ended with connecting with the "bomb" to Jerry Brown. The PAT was missed. The Sigma Nu was the first team. The first quarter began to roll. Quarterback Jimmy Terrell completed the "bomb" to Bobby Pinckard for the 1st score. They ran a tackle eligible to Bob McClendon for the PAT. 7-6. Sigma Nu also scored on a pass to Dexter Croxton and an intercepted pass by Jimmy Terrell. The final score was Sigma Nu 19 - Indians 6.

PI KAPPES EDGE KAPPA SIG.

In the first of three games between the rivals, Pi Kappa Phi scored on Sigma Nu 7-6. The game was an "upset" since Pi Kapp was the first team. The first half ended in a 0-0 tie. Early in the 1st half for fighting. Sigma Nu scored first on the drive of the 2nd half. Quarterback Randy Roy passed to Joe Froman on a 10-yard pattern. The PAT was missed which ended up as the looking point. Kappa Sig kicked off to Pi Kapp, and after a penalty in on the play. (as was the case most of the day) the game was resumed. Pi Kappa Phi scored on the fourth play of the drive on a pass from quarterback Sage Gordy to running back Billy Minna. The PAT was scored on a pass to the flanker and so ended the scoring lead but not the game. Kappa Sigma received the kickoff and drove on the 13 remaining plays to Pi Kappa Phi 5-yd. yard. Kappa Sig did not give the ball up but also the defense of Pi Kappa Phi had a lot of pressure on them. The final score was Kappa Phi 7 - Kappa Sig 6.

SIGMA NU PI FALLS TO PI KAPPS

The third game of the season was more or less a one-sided affair. On Pi Kappa Phi they drove. They scored and made the PAT. Kappa Sig scored 3 touchdowns and passed for two. To Peg Hill and one to Robert Wood. Sigma Nu quarterback found James Lee Garrett on the next to last play of the game for their only score. They missed the PAT and the score ended Pi Kappa Phi 32 - Sigma Nu 6.

Success in College

Continued from Page 3

"All these things are good," says Dean Haskell, but first ask your capacity first then join if you can make your grade.

According to the LC dean, the main thing for freshmen to remember is: "Don't just be concerned about getting an education simply for making a living."

"The most important aspect of getting an education is that it helps you to make a living," he concluded. "If you can make a living, you can make a living."

Parking Problem
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SIGMA NU PI FALLS TO PI KAPPS

The biggest news in Georgia in 1923 was "trouble with the Indians." The United States Government was giving a year's supply of food and paying the money expenses of the Chickasaws and Choctaws in order to get them to move over "toward Arkansas."" The telegraph in 1837 six years after the birth of LaGrange College.
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